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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
'Ihe debate over whether or not married women should enter the labor 
force seems to be resolved. The fact is that married women are working 
outside the home in ever increasing numbers. In any given month in 1962, 
1 there were approximately 23 milli~n women in the labor force compared 
to 27 ,780,000 in 1966, an increase of over four and one-half million 
workers. 2 
In many cases the working wife is helping her family stage its own 
private war on poverty. In families where the wife works, only about 6 
in 100 have incomes as low as $3, 000 which has been defined by some 
authorities as the poverty line. If the wife does not work, the1 number 
of families living at the poverty level increases to about 18 in 100. 3 
In addition to contributing to a more prosperous economy for her 
family, the working woman also contributes to the overall economy of the 
nation. If all working women were to decide that they no longer wanted 
to work, our country would probably experience an acute labor crisis. 
Significantly for home ecop.omics education, the increase in numbers 
1 American Women, Report of the President's Commission on the Status 
of Women, (1963), p. 27. 
2111£ All the Working Wives Suddenly Quit 'Iheir Jobs, 11 Educ.ational 
Division, Institute . 2£.~ Insurance, 17 (1967), pp. 9-10. 
3Ibid. 
1 
2 
of working women has increased the demand for people trained, in the 
service occupations using home economics knowledge and skills. The 
homemaker who works outside the home may not have the time nor the in-
clination to perform those hQusehold tasks which traditionally have 
beeni her responsibility. There is a continually increasing number of 
peop1le who take part of their meals outside the home. The food services 
and hotel business, now Atnerica 1 ij fourth largest industry, offers vari-
4 
ous career opportunities for about; 100 ,000 men and women each year. 
Mor~ clothing care and maintenance is being done by cotmnercial 
laundries and dry cleaning establi.shments and individual seamstresses 
in their homes. Pre-school children need competent, responsible care 
if the mother is to spend her time away from home in order to supple-
ment the family income. Oettinger stated that 
It is imperative that we provide more and better day 
care centers for America's young children. First, 
more mothers are working outside their homes today 
than ever before. It is estimated that there are 12.3 
million (or one-fifth of all American children) under 
14 years of age whose mothers work at outside jobs. 
Nearly 4.5 million are under six years of age. Many 
are in urgent need of the kind of daily care a good 
center can provide. It isn't only the children of 
poor families who will benefit from such care. 
Nursery centers, with their balanced programs of free-
play and stimulating projects undertaken with other 
children and with adults knowledgeable about young-
sters and sympathetic to their needs, are good for 
virtually all children, and are enjoyed by virtually 
all children, too.5 
Other areas in which progr~ms are being developed are: Home Fur-
nishing, Nurses Aide, Housekeeping Aide, Visiting Homemaker, Homemaker's 
4 Carl Larsson, "FEAST Attracts Job-llungry Students, 11 NEA Journal, 
55 (1966), P• 20. 
5Katherine Brownell Oettinger, "Urgently Needed: More Day Care 
Centers, 11 Parents, 42 (1967), p. 58. 
Assistant, Management Aide in Federally Aided Low Rent Public Housing 
6 Projects, and Companion to an Eldeily Person. 
The need for trained people to fill the employment opportunities 
3 
for service workers is the challenge of the horne~econornics teaching pro-
fession today. The training of service workers in occupations using 
home economic~ knowledge and skills serves two groups of people. The 
first of these groups are those women needing employment for any of 
several reasons. Women work because they need or want money. They want 
to improve their family's standard of living. They want to provide a 
college education for their children or they want to buy a new house. 
Other reasons for women working outside the home are the desire for fi-
nanci.al indfi!pendence and the constructive and creative use of increasing 
amounts of leisure time.7 
:The second group to be served is the many employed homemakers who 
need help in the home to lighten th,e workload which results from the 
du.al tesponsibili ty of homemaker-wage earner. Training in these home 
economics-related careers will not only help the working women and their 
families but will provide meaningft;Jil employment for many economically 
and emotionally deprived women and give them an opportunity to make an 
important contribution to society. 8 
~?he Vocational Education Act of 1963 provides further incentive for 
training ~ervice workers in home economics-related occupations by 
6 
· Clio Reinwald, "Education for Employment, 11 The Bulletin. of the 
National Association ,g! Secondary-School Principal';: 48 (Washi~ton, 
1964), pp, 30-31. .,,. 
7 
· Wilburn Cohen, ''Womanpower in the 1970' s," mimeographed, report of 
the Brookings Institute Manpower Seminar, (Washington, 1967), p. 3. 
aibid. 
4 
providing monies for UE1e in funding programs in the high school, post 
high school, and adult education a:nd for training, re-training, and up-
9 dating the training of teachers for these programs. With the demand for 
skilled service workers, the need for employment among both youth and 
adults, and the Federal money provided by the Vocational Education Act 
of 1963, the hoIBe economics ed~cation prQfession set about initiating 
programs for tr~ining i1;1 occupations which utilize home economics knowl• 
edse and ekills. 
~tatement of the Problem 
Many problems have Arisen with the beginn:i..ng of the occupational 
trai,ning aspect of vocational home economiGs education. Among the most 
pres!sing of these is teacher ijelec,tion and preparation. t The selection 
of t:eachers to give occupational training using. ho'Llle economics knowledge 
and skills a good start has b~en· a·matter of.vita]. C()ncern. Puc:i,.nski 
said that the preparation of teachers for present and future programs in 
all. areas of vocational education is one of the imperative needs. The 
tot~l estimated number of teachers for public and private vocational 
schools is 190,000 for 1968. ~e United States Off:i..ce of Education esti-
mates that by 1980, 250,000 vocational education teachers will be needed 
at the secondary level. One million vocational education teachers will 
).,.· be needed at the post .. high school levei. 10 
9selected Education~ of 1963, prepared for the Subcommittee on 
Education of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare~ United States, 
p. 76. 
lORoman C, Pucinski, "Education in a Trillion Dollar Economy," 
Amerisan Vocational Journal, 43 (1966), p. 12. 
5 
tl'he importance of the teacher in vocational education has been ex· 
pressed in many ways. Leaders in the Federal Government express their 
concern for qualified instruction when specified amounts of money are 
set a~dde for teacher training workshops and seminars to be offered by 
colleges and universities; for PJ:'Oviding fellowships for those teachers 
interested in up-dating their knowledge and skills for teaching class-
work; and furnishing financial aid for those who are interested in re-
search in the area of teacher preparation for vocational education. 
Federal legislation has also made it mandatory that the vocational edu-
cation programs of each state include adequate programs of teacher edu-
11 
catiot:i. 
Referring to his own field of distribµtive education, Ferguson says 
that recruitinent of q1,1alified teachers is the most important aspect for 
uniform growth. lie further states that without an adequate number of 
well-train~d, qualified per~onnel, the nation's distribut~ve education 
progr•ms will deteriorate in quality. 12 This is particularly true of 
the o¢cupational training aspect of vocational home economics which is 
struggling for recognition as a respected part of the secondary, post-
high, and adult curriculum. 
~ the teacher is the key to successful occupational training classes 
according to Beaumont. He say~ that thij development of lntellectual 
curiosity and a~ceptable behavior patterns remains in the hands of the 
t~. D. Mobley and Melvin L, Barlow, "Impact of Federal Legislation 
and P<:>licies Upon Vocational Education," Sixty-Fourth Yearbook of.~ 
National Society . £2!: the Study£?! Education, (1965), p. 194. 
l 2Edward T. Ferguson, Jr., ''Mo·re Teacher Recruitment A 'Mu~t' for 
a GrQwing DE," American Vocational Journal, 39 (1964), p. 25. 
teacher. He continues 
~Particularly in vocational and technical edµcation is 
the teacher the key t;o student development. The stodent 
has defined a career goal but the road to travel in 
reaching this goal is still uncharted. The vocational 
teacher should be the one person who can bring to the 
student--in the classroom• in the shop or laboratory and 
in job experiences--the skills, concepts and vision 
which enable him to achieve his occupational goai.13 
Those charged with the responsibility of employing teachers for 
6 
teaching occupationally oriented cl~sses have found that among some edu-
cators proficiency in the occ\lpation is a qualification of prime impor-
tance. Skilled workers from business or industry are t;rained in the 
techniques of teaching •14 Other educators argue that being a certified 
teacher should be the topmost qualification. These people believe that 
a person who knows how to teach can learn ~ to teach. Still others 
believe that the person best qualif:Led to teach occupational ¢ducation 
is the certified teacher with occupational experience in the area to be 
15 taught. 
)( Sltate departments of vocational, home economics education are faced 
with the p;roblem of deciding which ¢riteria shall be used for certifi-
cation, of teachers to teach occupational training using home economics 
knowledge and skills. Shall the teacher be: 
1. A skilled worker from industry who is given a minimum of teacher 
t-raini11g courses, or 
13 John A. Beaumont, "The Vocational Teacher Key to Sound Education," 
American Vocational Journal, 41 (1966), pp. 18-19. 
14 Grant Venn, ~ Education and ~, (Washington, 1964), p. 35. 
15John Patrick Walsh and Willi~m Selden, "Vocational Education," 
Sixty-Fourth Yearbook £i lli_ National Society 12.!: !.!:.£ Study of Education, 
(1965), p. 129. 
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2. A certified teacher with little or no occupational experience, 
or -" 
3. A certified teacher who has had or who will gain occupational 
expetience in the specific field i:n which he is to teach? 
This study was undert:alc.en to try to find answers to some of the 
questions involved in establishing requirements for teachers in the occu• 
pational phase of home economics. Specifically, it is the desire of the 
writer to collect information regarding the pre-service training, the in-
service training, the teaching experience, and the occupational experi-
ence of the teachers engaged in the teaching of home economics-related 
occupational training. The writer further wishes to identify the value 
that the teachers and their state supervisors attach to the occupational 
expetience as a means of deepening the teacher's understandings of the 
world of work which they believe is related to teaching competen¢y in 
this area of home economics. Some of the other areas of vocational 
education have peen concerned with this problem of teacher selection 
and preparation for a much longer period of time than has home eeonomics. 
A review of literature in these ateas, as it relates to the preparation 
and selection of teachers, was undertaken as a IQ.eans to a better under-
standing of the problem. 
Definition of Terms 
The Vocational Education Act of 1963 gave a new dimension t9 voca-
tion:al home economics-·that of training secondary and post-high i;chool 
stud;ents and adults for jobs usins home economics knowledge and skills. 
Some words and phrases that had been used in hqme economics had come to 
have a broader and deeper meaning. Other words and phrases had evolved 
8 
since the addition of the new aspect of occupational training. Defini-
tions used in this study were: 
Occupational training using home economics knowledge and. skills--
. I 
Occupational training using home economics knowledge and skills is 
training for employment in occupations involving the subject matter 
fields of child development, clothing and textiles, food and nutritiotl, 
institutional and home management, and home decoration, furnishings, and 
equipment. Occupational training Using home economics knowledge and 
skills is also referred to as gaintul employment and wage-earning using 
home economics knowledge and skill,s •16 
Occupational Experience--Occupational experience is any practical 
activity in the production of goods and/or services in business, indus-
try, or institutional fields. 
Vocational Education--Vocational education is that specific phase 
of one's education which prepares him for entrance into and aclvancemen.t 
in h:is chosen means of making a livelihood. Vocational educatioJ:1 in-
eludes the learning of concepts, the acquisition of habits of thought 
and of attitudes, and the mastery of manipulative skills needed to per-
forw. well in the individual's choi,en occupation. 17 
Two aspects of home ~conomic,$ are referred to as: 
Aspect l,00 -Homemaking refers to the instruction which wUl enable 
families to improve their family life through more effective development 
16Reinwald, p. 30. 
17 Layton s. Hawkins, Charles A. Prosser, and John C. Wright, De-
velopment of Federal Legislation i2.r Vocational Education, compiled by 
J. Chester Swanson, (1962), pp. 4-8. 
9 
and use of human and material resources. This aspect of homemaking is 
also ref erred to as "home economics for family living. 1' 
Aspect II--Occueational Training--Occupational training is training 
for occupations using home economics knowledge and skills, Occupational 
18 
experience is part of the plan for training. 
Objectives 
The objectives of this study were: 
l. To determine the educational preparation and training and 
teaching experience of a sel.ected group of teachers engaged in teaching 
occupational training using home economics knowledge and skills 
2. To determine the types of occupational experience of the occu-
pational training teachers and the value which they attach to the 
experience 
3. To determine the practices and recommendations of state super-
vis'l)rs of home economics educatioin in the selection of teachers for 
occupational training using home ,economics knowledge and skills 
4. To identify teacher training and selection practices of other 
areas of vocational education 
5. To determine implications, draw conclusions, and recommend 
are~s for further study related to teacher preparation and selection for 
occ'lilpational training using home economics knowledge and skills. 
It is hoped that the findings of this study will furnish information 
of value to those responsible for certification of teachers for home 
1811opportunities in Home Economics Education in Oklahoma," Vo-
cational Education, Home Economics Division, Oklahoma, (no date). 
10 
economics-related occupational tr4ining. The teacher prepar:ation and 
sele:ction practices of other area$ of vocational education may furnish 
guidelines and ideas for leaders 6f vocational home economics education 
for deciding on the amount and kim;d of formal education and occupational 
expe;rience needed by teachers of home economics occupational training. 
Teacher educators may find smmething of value to use in the pre-
aervice training of prospective teachers and inservice training £ca· 
those teachers engaged in occupational training using home economics 
knowledge and skills. 
This study may offer findings of value in the further study of the 
valu:e of the occupational experience to the teacher of home economics-
related occupational training. 
Delimitation 
The geographical area chosen for the survey was Region VII as de-
fined by the United States Office of Education. This area includes the 
states of Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas. The 
sample was comprised of secondary school teachers involved in teaching 
occupational training classes using home economics knowledge and skills 
'iIId the state supervisors of home economics education in the above-named 
stat1es. The three phases of teacher preparation investigated veTe 
limited to- e,,;iu.cat:ion.a.l prep-a.ration,,. t:eacb:i.ng e:x;;reri.ence,. ~ w<:e(~a-
ti.-on.a.l ~erience. 
Prpcedure 
A study of literature pertin,ent to teacher selection for home eco-
nomics-related occupational education revealed that there was uncertainty 
11 
about the kinds of teachers needed to successfully teach occupationally 
ori~nted classes. Prerequisites :for certifying teachers had not been 
decided upon; therefore, a varieqy of practices were being followed for 
tea¢her employment. 
The writer decided that teachers of occupational training using 
hom¢ economics knowledge and skills and their state supervisors might 
be able to furnish reliable info:r:tnation televant to the qu~lifieations 
of those teachers hired to teach occupational training. A questionnaire 
was constructed for the teachers which aimed at securing information 
per:taining to (1) pre-service training of the teacher, (2) inservice 
tra1ining of the teacher 1 (3) tea¢hing experience of the teacher, and 
(4)1 occupational experience and its value to the teacher of occupational 
tr~1ning using home economics kn~ledge and skills. 
The questionnaire for state supervisors was designed to secure in-
fonnation rel~tive to education ~r training, teaching experience, and 
occiupational experience required for employment of teachers in occu-
pat:ional training using home economic~ knowledge and skills. Another 
sec;·tion of the questionnaire asked for recommended changes for future 
te$cher selection practices. 
Space was provided on both questionnaires for comm.ents or remarks 
which the respondent felt to be ~ertinent to the study. The question-
naires were constructed by the w,~iter and presented to her coUeagues 
anal adviaer for suggestions. After revisions were made, the question-
naires were used in the form in which they appear in the Appendix. 
Each state supervisor of home economics education from the states 
in Region VII, United States Office of Education, was contacted to 
obtain her permission for distribution of the questionnaire to the 
tea~hers of occupational training using home economics knowledge and 
skiils in her state. 
12 
A review of literature pertinent to the teacher training and selec-
tiop practices in four other areas of vocational education was the pro• 
cedure used to achieve the fourth. objective which was to identify 
teacher training and selection practices of other areas of vocational 
education. The discovery of the$e teacher training and selection prac· 
tic.es along with an identificatic>il of their strengths and weaknesses 
might serve as guidelines for leaders in home economics education to use 
in 'the training and selection of teachers for occupational training 
using home economics knowledge and skills. 
The analyses of the data collected was the source of information 
for' the fifth objective., to detetlnine implications, draw conclusions, 
and. recommend areas for further $tudy related to teacher preparation and 
selrection for occupational training using home economics knowledge and 
ski:lla I 
Organizati~n of the Report 
The report of this study is organized into four chapters. Chapter 
I has presented the problem, deftnitions, objectives, limitations, pro-
cedlure, and organization of the $tudy. 
Chapter II presents a review of literature that pertains to the 
study and data for objective four, 
Chapter III presents the findings from the questionnaire and the 
re~iew of literature in other areas of vocational education and an 
analysis of the data. 
13 
Chapter IV presents a summary of the study, conclusions reached as 
a r¢sult of the study, and recommendations for further research. 
CHA'.l?TER II 
TEACHER TRAINING AND SEL~CTION PRACTICES AS VI:EalED BY 
LEADERS IN HOME, ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
Teacher Training and Selection Practices as Viewed by 
Leaders in Vocational Home Economics Education 
The importance of occupation,,!;ll training using home economics knowl-
edge and skills was brought into 1$harp focus by the Vocational Education 
Act of 1963, The act specified that a designated percentage of appropri-
ated money is to be used in the w~ge-earning aspect of home economics. 1 
The leaders who authored this bil:1, realizing that instructional excel-
len¢e was attributable to good teaching, provided monies to be used for 
tea¢her training and the upgradin$ of the training of teachers already 
employed in teaching vocational education. 2 
Four aspects of teacher training became apparent as writinss in the 
are.a of home economics-related oc1¢upational training were reviewed. The 
qualificat:l.ons discussed were (1 )i pre-service training, (2) ins¢rvice 
training, (J) teaching experience1, and (4) occupational experience, 
Homemaking teachers for the ,fam.ily living aspect of home e~onomics 
1selected Education !£1!.2! l963, p. 76. 
2Ibid. 
14 
15 
trdi tionally had been prepared to teach through the baccalaureate degree 
3 program. The undergraduate program, which provided work in all areas 
of home economics, acquainted the student with the basic areas of family 
_.,_ liv.lng. Courses from pther disciplines such as English, chemistry, psy-
cho,logy, and the humanities incr~ased the prospective teacher's communi-
cation skills, problem-solving skills, human relation skills, and under-
standing of the basic principles underlying the occupation of homemaking. 
Living in a home and sharing the responsibilities therein was con-
sidered to supply the occupational experience required for certification 
as a vocational homemaking teacher. The home management course in which 
the students lived in the home management house during their senior year 
in college was designed to contribute to the prospective teacher's occu-
pational experience. 
Occupational training using home economics knowledge and skills was 
not an entirely new idea. Clark" s study, published in 1927, was con-
cetned with occupations other than homemaking, open to those people with 
home economics knowledge and sk:ii.,lls. 4 
In 1942, Spafford pointed out the possibilities of wage-earning for 
;,t both boys and girls using home economics knowledge and skills. She said, 
''?1:any types of occupations grow out of home economics, some of a semi-
skilled type, others of a highly professional nature. 115 Training for 
3 Ralph E. Bender, "Teacher Preparation for Vocational Education," 
Theory 1n!.Q Practice, 3 (1964), p. 190. 
4 Laura V. Clark, "A Study .of Occupations, Other Than Homemaking, 
Open to Women Trained in Home Economics," Series 1, Leaflet No. 5, 
(California, 1927), p. 4, 
5 I vol Spafford, Fundamentals in Teaching ~ Economics, (New 
York, 1942), p. 4. 
good grooming, for health, and for general graciousness was a way in 
which home economics could contribµte to the general employability of 
the individual. 6 
16 
Both Clark and Spafford expected these occupational benefits to re-
sult from regular homemaking classes t&ught by the regular homemaking 
teacher. Supervised occupational experience as a part of the curriculum 
was not mentioned. 
Some years later, Williamson and Ly~e listed two purposes for vo-
cational homemaking education. The first of these was education for in-
creasing responsibility in home living and the other was its contribution 
to wage-earning. These contributions were similar to those listed in 
the Uterature cited above. Clas$es, the specific purpose of which was 
to ttain for employment, were mentioned. The reader was left with the 
idea. that these classes would '!De t,aught by the vocational homemaking 
. 7 
teacher. 
With the increased activity :il'.n occupational training using home eco-
nomitQ knowledge and skills, leaders in home economics were seeking an 
answ1er to the question--Will the homemaking teacher trained to teach 
aspect I--home and family living possess the competencies necessary to 
teach aspect II--occupational training using homemaking knowledge and 
skil;ls or will additional training: be needed to up-date his competencies? 
Lawson believes that the commonalities of aspect I--homemak;i.ng for 
fami,:ly living and aspect II--occupational training using home economics 
knOWlledge and skills would permit the ~r1;tditionally prepared teacher to 
6 Ibid., pp. 4 and 6. 
7Maude Williamson and Mary Stewart Lyle, Homemaking Education.!,u 
_m _High School, (New York, 1954)., pp. '33-34. 
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tea¢h home economics-related occ~pational training. The challenge of 
the teacher was to utilize method:$, materials, and media which would 
provide for learning that might be directed toward the goal of occu-
8 pational employment and/or home a~d family living. Conafay SUfported 
-\t-- this belief when she said that on·the~job success and family living go 
hand in hand. 9 One authority emphasized that the implanting of the love 
and pursuit of learning, teaching pupils how to think, and teaching 
pupils how to feel as fundamental in any area of teaching, no matter 
10 
what the purpose. 
Education of Teachers for Occupational Training Using Home 
Economics Knowledge and Skills 
Pre-service training--Little information was found regarding the 
pre-service training of homemakin~ teachers in the area of occupational 
training. T~acher educators were reluctant to add new courses to an al-
ready crowded schedule. A few hours of the methods course or student 
teaching block were being devoted to this aspect of teaching home eco-
nomlcs. Cacy stated that three or four hours of the student teaching 
block were used to introduce the prospective teacher to occupational 
training using home economics knowledge and skills. Members of the 
gainful employment research team from Oklahoma State University presented 
8norothy S. Lawson, "Educatfon for Homemaking and for Employment 1 11 
Conltcmporary Issues .!,n l:!2!!1£ Econqnlics: !}. Confcn~ncc Report, (1965), 
pp •. 40-41. 
9Katherine R. Conafay, "Homemaking and Wage Earning Through Home 
Economics," Educational Leadership, 22 (1965), pp. 226-229. 
lOHelen Gum Westlake; "Needed: Teachers Who Think, Who Feel, Who 
Love," Contemporary .Issues in~ Economics: h, Conference Report, 
(1965), pp. 92-93. 
wor'K that was being done on the 11,Craining Program for Teachers and 
11 Leaders of Gainful Employment Tra!i'.ning Programs in Home Economics." 
18 
One college was adjusting requirements for graduation to allow for 
a concentration or specializat!on in one subject matter area of home 
ecortomics. These students planned to teach in the occupational training 
area of specialization or to teach in schools where specialized areas of 
home economics were taught. A disadvantage of this program was the pos-
sibility of certification difficulties if the person wished to teach in 
12 
another state. There had been some hesitancy to use the inexperienced 
teacher in the occupational trainitng programs of home economics; however, 
the opinion was expressed that as methods of pre-service training de-
velqp, the inexperienced teacher ~ay be found to be competent to teach 
-1' 
occl!lpational training using home ,economics knowledge and skills. 
Inservice training--Social, 'technological, and economic changes 
were taking place much faster tha~ ever before and were bringing about 
many changes in family life and tbe world of work as it affects women. 
If home economics was to maintain its place as a vital part of education, 
the teachers must remain alert to, the changes in our society. Westlake 
stated that as teachers are trained, they should be trained to expect 
rettaining in order to keep abrea1$t of the changing knowledge and skills 
in home economics and their implications for family living and home 
11 Lora Belle Cacy, Interview, 1968, Teacher Education, Oklahoma 
State Uni':'ersity, Stillwatci·, Oklahoma. 
12sylvia L. Lee, "Preparing the Home Economics Major to OUer Pro-
grams in Gainful Fmployment, 11 sp~ech presented to the 57t:h annual 
meeting of the American Home EconQmics Association, (San Francisco, 
1966). 
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13 
economics-related occupational training. A number of workshops and 
seminars had been offered for up-d~ting information related to the occu-
patiqnal training area. 
In a survey of work done to p~epare teachers for offering home eco-
nomi¢s-related occupational traini~g, Lee found that two types of work-
shops were offered. The general workshop was concerned with familiar-
izing the teacher with the meeha.n:l1es of orgimizing the course and sueh 
things as identification of areas to be included in the course and the 
involvement of conununity groups. ''Ihe other type of workshop was that 
which gave special emphasis to the subject matter area and development 
of c~rriculum and provided for experiences to acquaint the teacher with 
14 the Qccupation to be taught. 
In 1965, the first of a seri¢s of training programs for home eco-
nomies-related occupational trainipg teachers was offered at Oklahoma 
State University. A description of the program was included in the re-
port "Training Program for Teacher.s and Leaders of Gainful Employment 
Pro gt ams in Home Economics • 11 Fout courses were offered during a four-
week!s' period. Each participant ¢ook the course, "Education for Gainful 
Employment in Home Economics • 11 I~ add~tion, each participant chose one 
cour'se with special emphasis in the field in which she was to offer occu-
pati:onal education the following year. Child Care Services• Clothing 
Serviices, and Food Services were taught by subject matter specialists 
13westlake, p. 91. 
14 Lee, no page numbers. 
' 
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from the College of Home Economicsi The costs of the workshop were de-
15 frayed by Federal support. 
Advanced degree--The advanced degree, either as pre-service or in-
service training, was another means for up-dating knowledge and skill 
for teaching occupational trainingJ using home economics knowledge and 
skilis. Some individuals were ustJilg a concentration of subject matter 
in one area of home economics to ptepare for teaching occupational 
trainingi 
One of the goals of vocationai education was for teachers in each 
area to become familiar with all areas of vocational education. Work 
on a~ advanced degree often provided this opportunity. One limitation 
was that few states have all voca~lonal areas on one campus. 16 
~eachin$ Expe~ience 
, The administrators in Califo~nia preferred the experienced teacher 
for the initiation of home econom:i;cs-related occupational training for 
the following reasons: 
1. The ~chool administration, the students, and the community had 
confidence in the experienced teaqher. 
2. The experienced teacher had learned to organize her time well. 
This provided the extra time nece$ 1sary for working with community groups. 
3. The experienced teacher h1ad developed an understanding of stu-
dent1s from all types of homes and backgrounds. 
15June Cozine, "Training Prog:ram for Teachers and Leaders of Gain-
ful :F.mploym.ent Programs in Home E¢onomics, 11 American Vocational Journal, 
43 (1968), p. 41. 
16 Bender I p. 191. 
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14. The experienced teacher had learned to take the hard knocks 
and c:riticism which often come with the introduction of a new program. 
17 She kinew there were rewards on the other side of the coin. 
1this was not to say that the 'beginning teacher should not teach 
occup1ational training using home e¢onomics knowledge and skills. The 
X1nexperienced teacher would have to1 work harder just as she would in any 
classroom situation fQr a feeling 01f adequacy and security. The inex-
perienced teacher also represented an unknown quantity and the admin .. 
istrator was not sure that there w$s time to risk the novice. 
~cupational Experience 
,An issue of significance ;l.n a$.pect II--occupational training using 
home 1economics knowledge and skill$ was whether or not the teacher of 
occupational training should have b.ad occupationd experience in home 
econoinics-related occupations. Wahh and Selden were convinced that 
the first measure of the quality o"i; vocational education was the level 
of competence of its laboratory and classroom teachers. The primary 
~urpo$e of vocational education, tQ train individuals for an occupation, 
made ;lt mandatory that the curriculum be based on the requirements of 
the occupation. Teachers needed practical experience to equip themselves 
to de:Velop curricula that would provide the students with the knowledge 
and skills necessary to perform well in the occupationa.18 
llorn believed that it would b¢ reasonable to expect the teachers of 
17norothy M. Schnell, "Teachers Needed for Occupational Education," 
Contetnporary Issues .!,u ~ Economics: ~.Conference Report, (1965), 
pp. 9~-101. 
18walsh and Selden, p. 128. 
occupational training using home ~conomics knowledge and skills to 
pos$ess these competencies: 
1. Utilization of the ~ost up-to-date techniques required 
for the job 
2, Possession of a tho:rough founclation in the knowledge 
and skills involved in the job 
3, Effective working wtth trainees in the development 
of skills and attitudes 
4. Cooperation with the administration, employment 
agencies, and potential employers in the develop-
ment of the course.l9 
With the requirement of occugational experience and the wide di-
22 
ver$;i.ty of occupations using home economics-related skills, the person 
with a thorough foundation in the home economics knowledge and skills 
invQlved in the particular job being taught would be recruited. The 
teac.her might not be a college graduate and might or might not be a 
home economist. The inservice program would then provide this teacher 
'h i h d f h' 20 wit • courses n met o s o teac J.ng • 
.I( Occupational experience for the teacher was considered necessary 
for understanding how to get and hold a job, for teaching effective 
employer-employee relations, and for instilling pride in the skillful 
pert,ormance of work according to Van Horn. This kind of insight was so 
impo,rtant that if a person with both a baccalaureate degree and work 
experience was not available, the selection of the person with s:atis-
21 ;factory work experience was pref etable. 
19 Fern M. Horn, "Teachers for Emerging Programs, 11 Contemporary 
Issues in ~ Economics; ~ Conference Report, (1965), p. 105. 
20Ib;i.d. 
21Rua Van Horn, "Home Economics Education for Wage Earners," 
American Vocational Journal, 39 (1964), p. 24. 
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Certtficatio~ Requirements 
Certification requirements h~d been set up by some states. Schnell 
stated that the one requirement set by California was "professionally 
qualified and occupationally competent, 11 She explained that the pro-
fessional requirement meant earning a teaching credential through col-
legiate training. No criteria was specified for determining occupational 
competency. 22 
A workshop at Southern Illina!s University in 1965 set up certifi-
cation criteria for three kinds o! occupational training programs to be 
offeted at the high school level. A certified homemaking teacher was 
required for ;Lnterrelated program$ in which team teaching was used, co-
operative training which included supervised work experience, and non-
cooperative training which was classroom instruction only. The teacher 
of the cooperative progri:llll must h~ve had a year's accumulative work e~-
perience in one or more occupation$ related to home economics. 23 A 
variety of requirements, some more structured than others, were mentioned 
in the literature. S~nce program$ were to be planned to meot the needs 
of the local employers and worker$, some variety in certification re-
quir~ents was to be expected. 
Teaching the Socioe¢onomically Disadvantaged 
\- Working with the socioeconomically disadvantaged was one of the 
22 Schnell, pp. 98 and 102. 
23 
~na Carol Fultz, ''Workshop, for the Preparation of Home Economics 
Teachers to Teach Wage-Earning Prc>grams in Food Service," a conference 
report, (1965), pp. 49-50. 
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chall,1enges of vocational home econ~mics. Wilhelms listed poor attitudes 
Jr towa11d work and toward authority al!ld lack of grooming and manners as the 
most damaging deficits of the disa4}:vantaged. He believed that vocational 
educa1tion would have to develop a much broader curriculum than skills 
train:ing to benefit this "hardest-to-salvage" group. In a society where 
job s1Uccess was coming to depend more and more on intellectual problem 
solving, communication skills, and .the ability to work as a team, the 
development of a vocational curriculum for students with special needs 
would demand a teacher with special abilities. 24 
Kemp stated that 
Many of the special progtams being conducted show that 
X the instructor who can reach these students and work 
effectively with them is often not one who has taken 
education courses but one who is skilled in his trade 
and who understands these youngsters.25 
She believed that commitment to the1 job of teaching this special group 
and empathy with the students and their way of living in addition to job 
skills were the most important qual~fications of the teacher. She was 
doubtful that inservice training in two to eight week workshops would 
solve the problem of teacher training adequately. 
Sttmm.ary of Teacher Training and Selection Practices as Viewed by 
Leaders in Home E¢onomics Education 
'lihere were a variety of opinion,s expressed in the literature perti-
nent to teacher qualifications for occupational training using home 
24Fred T. Wilhelms, "Which Way to a Curriculum for Adolescents?" 
~ Joµrnal, 56 (1967), p. 14. 
25Barbara H. Kemp, ''Where Vocational Education Is a Special Need," 
American Vocational Journal, 43 (1967), p. 52. 
~ 
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economics knowledge and skills. The amount of professional training and 
occupational competency was the su~ject of controversy and speculation. 
The professionally trained teacher was considered to be the best quali-
fied to teach occupational traininig by some authorities. The profes-
sional training in the area of curticulum development was considered of 
particular importance to the undevieloped area of occupational training 
using home economics knowledge and ski ils. Job analysis and planning of 
instructional experiences to develop the skills and attitudes of the 
poterttial worker was considered the first priority to a successful occu-
pational training program. 
Interpretation of the goals o~ home economics-related occupational 
training to the school administrators and faculty, the community as a 
whole, and the parents and employe~s in particular were believed to be 
essential to the success of the newly initiated occupational program. 
Some authorities in the field believed that the professionally trained 
teacher was better trained than the skilled worker from industry to 
communicate the purposes and goals of occupational training to others. 
Many of the students needed tp go beyond mere skill trainipg. 
Trairting in communications such as writing letters of application, 
habits of dress and grooming, and development of positive attitudes to-
ward 'work and fellow workers were consid.ered as important as the job 
skiU itself. 
Other leaders felt that the primary purpose of vocational education, 
to tx:ain individuals for an occupation, was best implemented by tihe 
person with occupational experience. They felt that occupational experi-
ence provided the teacher with a better understanding of the job, an 
understanding of challenges faced by the worker when he entered 
--"" 
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ernplqyment, knowledge of how to get and hold a job, and a better under-
standing of employer-employee relations. 
A worker recruited from industry and skilled in his craft was 
thought to be a better teacher for the socioeconomically disadvantaged 
than the professionally trained te~cher. It was felt that the profes-
sionally trained teacher was seldom prepared to meet the problems of 
language development, varying social norms, habits of grooming and dress 
not generally accepted by teachers~ behavior which is not success-
oriented, lack of student cooperation, and achievement levels below 
those expected by the teacher. 
'l['he certification requirements for the teachers of occupational 
training using home economics knowledge and skills seemed to be in a 
state of indecision. They varied f~om state to state for those states 
that had set up requirements. Home economics leaders in some states 
had not crystallized their thinking at the t:i,me of this study, Since 
occupational training was to be implemented to meet local labQr ne.eds, 
some variance was to be expected. 
Wihether or not the teacher neecited occupational experience in the 
area oif occupational training to be taught was a problem to be solved. 
If the. occupational experience were tequired, decisions had to be made 
as to the type and length of the occur,ational experience and possible 
methods of gaining occupational experience, 
T~e experienced teacher was favored over the inexperienced teacher, 
howeve:r it was admitted that the ine>cperienced teacher with adequate 
pre-se:rvice training might prove successful. Methods of providing pre-
service occupational experience were1 being explored. 
27 
It is well to note here that there was a lack of scientific evi-
dence in the area of teacher preparation and selection for occupational 
training using home economics knowledge and skills. The literature was 
largely opinions resulting from the observations of leaders in the field 
of vocational home economics education and vocational education. 
Opinions Regarding Teacher Training and Selection Expressed by 
Leaders in Voca1tional Education 
Leaders in vocational educati1on who were charged with certifying 
and employing of teachers tended tp group themselves according to the 
emphi:isis placed on two facets of t;eacher preparation; namely, prof es-
siona.l training and occupational experience. 
,Professional training- ... A conc,ept that was common to all literature 
reviewed was change--change from m!anipulative to cognitive sldlh in 
jobs~ change from a single to a dual role for many women, an increased 
amount of leisure for all, and change in the kind of education needed. 
Beaumont's statement that the conc~pts in vocational education were 
changing was followed by his conclusion that training must include edu-
catic:m of the total person because a majority of people lost thei.r jobs 
due to poor attitudes, mediocre wotk habits and personal grooming rather 
26 than a lack of job skill. Cottrell added emphasis to Beaumont's point 
of view when he said 
organized business is becoming increasingly active 
in fostering effective jo.b training programs. What 
employers ask of the sch1Dols is training in basic 
26 John A. Beaumont, "Goals fol:' Developing Programs at the Post-
High School Level in Illinois," Illinois Teacher .2.£. ~ Economics, 11 
{1967-68), p. 116. 
communication skills, habits of application, and a 
sense of responsibility~27 
Leighbody felt that, with the rap:ild change in jobs today, the teacher 
28 
trdned by industry might know the job only as it had been. The shift 
from manual skills to cognitive skills made training through a regular 
coUegiate program of teacher education preferred to a period of time-
serving in an occupation other than teaching. 28 
Other leaders were convinced that in addition to knowing ''what to 
teach" the teacher also needed to know "how to teach. 11 Besides the 
competencies required by all teachers, the vocational teacher needed 
special competencies for curriculum development from job analyses and 
distinctive teaching methods to develop the skills and employment po-
29 tent:ial of prospective workers. 
It was thought that the professionally trained teacher with. his 
competency in methods of teaching and curriculum development, conununi-
cati1on skills, and humanities was better equipped to help the student 
acqU!!i.re the flexibility necessary to adapt to change. Technological 
change was thought to be so rapid that it was the exception rather than 
the tule for a person to remain in one occupation all of his life. A 
broader and deeper education which. would equip the individu~l with an 
understanding of the underlying principles of a cluster of occupations 
27 Donald P. Cottrell, Ed., Teacher Education for a Free People, 
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Educatrc;'n: (Na, York, 
1956), p. 8. 
28Gerald B. Leighbody, "The !tnpact of Change on Occupational 
Education," School Shop, 25 (1966), p. 39. 
29 Walsh and Selden, p. 128. 
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would facilitate his adaptation tb new techniques. Instead of a highly 
speeialized experience within nar:irow limits, one author was convinced 
tha¢ it was necessary to train th,e individual I s mind, as well as his 
hands, so that he could adapt him$elf both operationally and psychologi-
.. 30 
cally. 
Occupational experience--Carey was convinced of the need for up-
grading instruction in vocational, education. He felt that this up• 
grading could best be accomplished by teachers with occupational compe-
tence. He said that 
The vocational teacher whose background is entirely 
theoretical, or who has been away from industry for 
a long time, generally ~ill prove less effective--and 
less helpful to his stuoents--than the industry-
trained instructor who has practical experience in 
his recent background and who is up-to-date on changing 
technologies in his specialized field.31 
He believed that practical experience should be of first priority when 
certifying teachers for vocational education. He also believed that 
tea¢hers should up-date their occupational competency through employment 
32 in $ummer jobs or other part-time employment. 
Strong and Bowler expressed the opinion that teachers with occu-
pat!onal experience should be given serious consideration where knowl-
edge of conditions in business and industry were important to success 
On t··. he J0 ob •33 Th · · · d b th b 1 d t d e opinions expresse y ea ove ea ers were supper e 
301ady Williams, "Vocational Training, 11 Teacher Educat.ion, 6 
(1965), p. 8. 
31walter F. Carey, "Useful Education for Tomorrow's Jobs," 
American Vocational Journal, 40 (1965), p. 25. _ 
32Ibid. 
33 Merle Strong and Earl M. nowler, "Teacher Recruitment on Our 
Fiftieth Anniversary," a summary of remarks presented before Regional 
Conferences, (Spring, 1967), p. 3. 
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by nutharo in vocationnl oducotion. 
Awareness for the need to rea,ssess teacher preparation to meet the 
chansing needs for worker.a was ex~iressed by some. An examp1e of this 
was 1the need for workers in the fi1eld of agri-business. The agrii.culture 
teachers had the need for knowled$:e and skill in the sales areas of 
34 farm1 supplies and equipment. 
Just as the professionally t:iriained leaders in agriculture education, 
distributive education, and business education had realized a need for 
addi1tional occupational experience. so the trades and industrial edu-
cati~n leaders had realized the ne:ed for more professionally trained 
35 teaclhers. Beaumont concluded t~at "If we are to educate all people 
for :society, how can we ignore th~ need for a melding of vocational and 
geneJtal education ?11 He believed that the professionally tra:ined teacher 
with, occupational experience was ¢he b'est equipped to teach the total 
36 person. 
Coe supported this belief when he wrote 
Teachers in a quality pt'ogram are masters in their 
occupation and have completed teacher-training 
prctg'.r~'i\s "7het·e t he,r h.wq l t"arned h<-'W to impart 
lh~:r -1\~\._)whiJs~ .-,mJ skills t~ pupils. 
Ruw can a teacher properly prepare a student for 
entry into an occupation unless he has had ex-
p@ri~nc~ in that occupation? But teaching is 
also an occupation to be1 learned.37 
34Ibid, 
. 
35Robert M. Wor~hington and Rpnald L. Knoble, "Developing Indus-
tria] Teacher Educ~tion Programs, 11 American Vocational Journal 319 
(1964·), pp. 26-27. . ' 
36 Beaumont, p. 116. 
37 
Burr D. Coe, ''What Is Quality Vocational Education?" American 
Vocational Journal, 43 (1968), p. 17. 
Summary of Opinions RegardinEj;: Teacher Training and Selection 
Expressed by Leaders in Vocational Education 
31 
The opinions of leaders in the field of vocational educ·ation could 
be classified as those who consideted the professionally trained teacher 
as most competent to teach occupatlonal training and those who con-
sidered occupational competence mo 1st important. 
Advantages claimed for the professionally trained teacher included 
training in communication skills, human relation skills, teaching 
meth<>ds, and curriculum development:. Those who considered occupational 
expetience as the preferred training believed that the teacher would be 
more effective because of his rec¢nt experience in industry. These 
leaders also believed that a knowledge of conditions in business and 
indu$try as well as the skill acquired, was an important asset. 
The trend in the thinking of educators seemed to be that both pro-
fessional training and occupational competence were desirable for certi-
fication of teachers of vocational education. Most of the evidence 
presented in this area of the stud~ was the empirical observations of 
leaders in vocational education. There was a paucity of research in 
the area of teacher competence in vocational education. 
CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data for this study were collected in three ways. Teachers of 
occ~pational training using home ~conom.ics knowledge and skills fur-
nished the data for objectives on~ and two by responding to a question-
nair'e seeking information about their educational preparation which in-
clud,ed pre-service and inservice training, their teaching experience, 
and their occupational experience. 
Data for objective three were, supplied by state supervisors of home 
economics education who responded to a questionnaire seeking information 
in relation to their practices and opinions about the selection of 
teachers for occupational training classes using home economics knowl-
edge and skills. 
A review of pertinent literature provided data for objective four, 
to identify teacher training and selection practices of other areas of 
vocational education. 
The aualyses of data collected for the first four objectives was 
utiU.zed to determine implications, draw conclusions, and recommend 
areas for further study which was the fifth objective of the writer. 
The response to the questionnaires indicated the extent of interest 
in the area of teacher qualifications and certification for occupational 
training using home economics know',ledge and skills. One-half of the 
data were supplied by state A; thetefore, the findings were weighted by 
.32 
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the responses of state A (Table I)i 
T~LE I 
SCOPE OF OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMS USING HOME ECONOMICS KNCMLEDGE 
AND SKILLS IN 40 SELECTED SCHOOLS IN 5 STATES BY STATE 
Programs 
State Full-Time Part-Time Total 
A 6 14 20 
'B 1 8 9 
c 4 1 5 
D 3 0 3 
E 1 2 3 
Total 15 25 40 
The Teacher of Occupational Training Using Home 
Economics Knowledge and Skills 
To determine the educational preparation and training and the 
teaching e.xperience of teachers en.gaged i.n occupational training using 
home economics knowledge and ski.Us was the first objective of th.is 
study. It was felt that an ov£rview of the scope of programs being 
of feted and of occupational areas in which classes were being taught 
would provide the reader with a better understanding of "the teacher" 
with which this study was concerned. 
34 
The scope of the programs, e4ucational preparation of the teacher, 
and the teaching experience of th~ teacher will be considered in that 
order. 
Scope of the Programs 
Teachers responding to the questionnaire were teaching occupational 
training using home economics kno~ledge and skills in nine areas. Over 
four-fifths (81 %) of the training was in three areas; namely, Food 
Services (32. 8%), Clothing Servic~s (31%), and Child Care Services 
(17. 2%). Other areas being taught included Housekeeping Aides, Dieti-
tian's Aides, Home Furnishing Aides, Retailing, and Job Orientation 
(Table II). Since occupational training using home economics knowledges 
and skills was a recent development in vocational home economics and was 
in tihe exploratory stage, occupati.onal training had been developed in 
dif£1erent ways. 
A teacher from one state wrot.e that the program in her school was 
called cooperative part-time training. The students attended school 
one-half day during which time she had them in class for one hour of 
"reLated instruction." The students spent the other half d&y at jobs 
in d:iverse training stations. Thi.s particular teacher was supervising 
student trainees in five service ¢ccupations. Other teachets from this 
state reported trainin~ for two or more occupations, hence it was as-
sumed that the leaders of this state chose to explore the opportunities 
for teaching occupational training in a way similar to divetsified occu-
pations. Teachers from other states reported teaching only one area 
with the exception of the teacher who taught job orientation as a sepa-
rate course and also taught a class in food services. A close look at 
35 
Table II reveals a difference in occupational training areas taught (58) 
and the number of teacher respond.ents (40), which is the re.sult of the 
multiple training offered by the ,teachers described above. 
T~LE II 
AREA OF OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING CLASSES USING HOME ECONOMICS KNOWLEDGE 
AND SKILLS TAUGHT BY 40 SELECTED TEACHERS 
Area N % 
Food Services 19 32.8 
Clothing Services 18 31.0 
Child Care Services 10 17.2 
Housekeeping Aides 5 8.6 
Dietitian's Aides 2 3.4 
Home Furnishing Aides 2 3.4 
Retailing 1 1.8 
Jol!> Orientation 1 1.8 
Total 58 100.0 
:Full-time programs were taught: by three-eighths (37 .5%) of the 
teachers as compared to part-time programs in five-eighths (62.5%) of 
the s¢hools (Table III). Seventy per cent of the teachers had ortly one 
class, of occupational training per day (Table IV). For two respondents 
who did not indicate the number of classes per day, one had a full-time 
program and one had a part-time program. The data indicated that some 
TABLE III 
AREAS OF OCCUPATIONAL 1'RAININ:C USING HOME ECONOMICS KNCMLEDGE 
AND SKILLS OFFERED ,BY 40 SELECTED SCHOOLS 
Number of Areas Offered Per School 
Teachers 1 g 3 4 5 
N % N % N % N % N 
Full-time 15 14 35 1 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 
Part-time 25 18 45 2 5.0 .1 2.5 3 ·.? .5 .1 
Total 40 32 80 3 7.5 1 2.5 3 :Z,.5 1 
TABt.E IV 
ijUMBER OF HOME .ECONOMICS-RELATED OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING CLASSES 
PER DAY TAUGHT BY 40 SELECTED TEACHERS* 
Number of Teachers 
Classes N % 
1 28 7,0.0 
2 6 1.5. 0 
3 2 5.0 
4 1 2.5 
5 1 2.5 
Total 38 95 
* Two teachers did not indicate the number of classes per day'. 
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% 
0 
2.5 
2.5 
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of the full-time programs have on1y one class per day. The question-
nair¢ did not ask for information telating to the length of class 
periods. Full-time programs listing only one class per day might have 
used two or more sixty minute clao periods with several hours spent in 
the supervised occupational or wo:ck experience. 
Three-fifths of the classes b1. occupational training using home 
econQmics knowledge and skills wer1e offered in grades 11-12. One class 
was c>ffered at the 9-10 grade leve:1 and three were offered to adults. 
Othet classes were offered at othet grade levels which ranged between 
these two extremes (Table V). The sample for this study was limited to 
secondary school teachers which prpbably accounted for the small number 
of adult claues reportedly being offered in occupational training using 
home economics knowledge and skill$, 
Summary of the S¢:ope of the Program 
Occupational training using hc>me economics knowledge and skills 
was being taught in nine areas; how'ever, Food Services, Clothing Serv-
ices, and Child Care Services accou:n.ted for the majority of the offer-
ings. 
the number of part-time progr~ms exceeded the full-time progtams 
by 25%. The curricula and organization of the programs varied frc>m 
state to state. For instance, one $tate offered training for several 
home economics-related occupations :in one class. Other states limited 
the offering to one occupation or c:luster of occupations per class, 
training was offered at all grade levels in the secondary school 
with the major portion of the train(ng in grades 11-12. Training .for 
adults was limited. 
TA:BLE V 
Gru\.DE LEVELS AT WHICH OCCUPATION.AL TRAINING USING HOME ECONOMICS 
KNCMLEDGE AND SKILLS WAS TAUGHT IN 40 SELECTED SCHOOLS* 
Grade Level N % 
9-10 1 2.5 
10-12 J 7,5 
11 4 10.0 
11 ... 12 24 60.0 
12 4 10.0 
Adult 3 7.5 
Total 39 97.5 
* 
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One teacher did not specify t:he grade level taught, however, she 
indi¢ated that she taught a full•t:ime program. 
Educational Prepa:ration and Training 
'.Pre-service training--Exactly half of the teachers of oc.cupa,tional 
trairting using home economics knowledge and skills had masters I d1egrees 
in a variety of areas. Approximatdy one-third (32.5%) had masters' 
degrees in home economics education. Other masters' degrees we·re, held 
in other areas of home economics, vocational education, and educaition 
(Tabl,e VI). 
~accalaureate degrees in home economics education were held by 15 
of th1e teachers. Two of the remaining baccalaureate degrees were in 
areas of home economics; the other one was in political science and 
speech. Other training listed was 40 hours of business education, 
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TABLE VI 
EDUCATIONAL TRAINING OF 40 TEACHERS OF OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING USING 
HOME ECONOMICS KW'OWLEDGE AND SKILLS* 
Degree Less Than Major Emphasis Masters Baccalaureate a B.S. 
N % N % N % 
Home Economics Education 13 32.5 15 37.5 
Oth~r Areas- .. Home Economics 2 5,0 2 5.0 
Education 2 5.0 0 0 
Political Science and Speech 0 0 1 2.5 
Trades and Industry 1 2.5 0 0 
Vocational Education 1 2.5 0 0 
No Emphasis Listed 1 2.5 0 0 
Less Than B.S. Degree 2 5.0 
Total 20 50.0 18 45.0 2 5.0 
* Other training listed--40 hours of business education, personnel 
and lBM training, and nutritional inter~ship 
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personnel and IBM training and nutri.,tional internship (Table VI). 
The amount of education of two of the teachers is not certain. The 
questionnaire contained questions ort,,ly about college education. These 
two individuals did not have college,, degrees. It is assumed that they 
had completed high school because their state supervisor stated that a 
high school education and a high degree of skill in the occupation to be 
taught would qualify an individual :6or certification to teach occupa-
tional training using home economics1 knowledge and skill. 
Iaservice training--Emphasis had been placed on up-dating the 
traini'Il!.g of teachers employed to teach occupational training using home 
economics knowledge and skills. The1 teachers surveyed had attended work-
shops ~anging from l to 12 weeks in length (Table VII). Twenty-six 
(65%) qf the teachers had spent one to four weeks in workshops. Nine of 
the teachers had attended no worksho?s• Only five per cent of the 
teacher,s had attended seminars. 
Wo1rkshops were principally concarned with "subject matter" (36. 7%) 
and 110\nerview of occupational educatiion" (36. 7%). "Curriculum develop-
ment" a:nd ''mechanics of the course" shared equal emphasis (13.3%) in the 
workshops (Table VIII). 
Teachers who did not have a bacc:'9.laureate degree had attended work• 
shops in subject matter areas. No mention was made of instruction in 
tp.e tecnnique,s of teaching. 
State departments of home economJc;:s education had given inservi;.ce 
training to 18 (45%) of the teachers :in curriculum development, resource 
materials, and mechanics of organizadon of the courses. Resource 
people from business and industry had assisted 15 teachers (37.5%) with 
learning occupational skills, setting up training stations, and choo1sing 
TABLE VII 
WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS ATTENDED BY 40 TEACHERS OF OCCUPATJ;ONAL 
TRAINING USING HOME ECONO~ICS KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 
Length of Workshop ~umber Attending 
l Week 10 
2 Weeks 7 
3 Weeks 1 
4 Weeks 9 
6 Week$ 1 
12 Wee'ks 1 
Seminar1,.. - ( 1- 2 Weeks and 1-18 Weeks) 2 
Other Inservice Training 9 
41 
% 
25 
17.5 
2.5 
22.5 
2.5 
2.5 
5.0 
22.5 
Total 40 100.0 
TABLE Vt.II 
EMP,HASIS OF WORKSHOPS ATTENDED BY' 40 TEACHERS OF OCCUPATIONAL 
TRAINING USING HOME ECONOMICS KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 
Major Emphasis N 
Subject Matter 11 
Overview of Occupational Education 11 
Curriculum Development 4 
Mechanics of Course 4 
% 
36~7 
36 .. 7 
13.3 
13.,3 
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equipment. Other areas of vocatiopal education (not specified) had 
given assistance with the mechanic$ of organizing the classes and estab-
lishing the occupational experience program. This source of assistance 
to teachers probably had been undex;-utilized as only 11 teachers ( 27 .5%) 
had teceived aid from other areas af vocational education (Table IX). 
TABLE IX 
INSERVICE TRAINING OF 40 TEACHERS OF OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING USING 
HOME ECONOMICS KNO~LEDGE AND SKILLS 
Furnished by: N 
College Subject Matter Specialists 8 
State Department of Home Economics ',18 
Resoutce People From Business and l.5 
Indu&try 
Other Areas of Vocational 11 
Education 
% 
20 
45 
Major Emphasis 
Curriculum development 
Curriculum development, 
Resource materials, me-
chanics of organization 
37.5 Occupational skills, set-
ting up training stations, 
choosing equipment 
27.5 Organizing occupational 
experience program and 
mechanics of the program 
C<;>llege subject matter speciali,sts furnished inservice trainirtg in 
curric\iilum development for 8 (20%) 0£ the teachers surveyed. Failure to 
utilize this source of training might be explained by the urgency of or-
ganizing the classes with emphasis on the philosophy of the course and 
the mechanics of organizing instruction. Another explanation might be 
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that the teachers believed that their knowledge of curriculum develop-
ment for aspect I of vocational home economics could be applied to 
curriculum development for aspect ltI of vocational home economics. 
All teachers reported an up-da,ting of their training by part'ici-
patian in workshops or seminars ani;J../or some form of inservice training. 
Summary of Educational Preparation and Training 
One-half of the teachers held masters' degrees, the majority of 
which were in home economics education. Baccalaureate degrees were 
held by all but two of the remaining half of the teachers. It is as-
sumed that the teachers without degrees had a high school credential, 
as their state supervisor reported high school education as a minimum 
of education for teacher certification in occupational training. 
4ll teachers reported an up-da!ting of their training by participa-
tion in workshops or seminars and/o't some kind of inservice training. 
Workshops and inservice training were concerned primarily with sub-
ject ~atter and an overview of occupational education. Curriculum de-
velop~ent, mechanics and organization of the course and resource mate-
rials .received less emphasis. 
Xnservice training was furnished by state departments of vocational 
home economics education, resource people from business and industty, 
other ,areas of vocational e<iucation, and college subject matter special-
ists. Slightly over one-fourth of the teachers had received inservice 
training from other areas of vocaticmal education. Twenty per' cent had 
received training from college subject matter specialists. Explanations 
for £allure to make optimum use of ehese sources was not indicated, It 
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migl1t be surmised that the urgency of organizing the classes, choosing 
equipment, and surveying the labor needs of the community took prece-
dence over inservice training which could be furnished by other areas 
of vocational education and college subject matter specialists. The 
availability of college subject matter specialists might have been 
anot!her factor as some schools wer1e located some distance from colleges. 
Teaching Experience 
Of the 40 teacher respondents, 37 had vocational home economics 
teaching experience ranging from l to 25 years. Since the data indi· 
cated that the educational training had not prepared all of these 
teachers for the traditional vocational home economics teaching certifi-
cate~ it was inferred that some had gained this experience as teachers 
of occupational training classes i.n the vocatiQnal home economics pro-
gram. Over half of the teachers -with vocational home economics teach-
ing experience reported additional, teaching experience in elementary 
and $econdary schools and colleges. Only three of the teachers had had 
no formal teaching experience. 
Summary of Teaching Experience 
A majority of the teachers reportecl over five years of teachiing 
expe'(ience in a variety of areas. Thirty- seven teachers reported vo-
catio.nal home economics teaching experience. Since the data on teacher 
preparation did not indicate this many teachers were trained for ;aspect 
I of ':vocational home economics, it was thought that part of the experi-
ence :reported was in aspect II--occupat:i,onal training using home eco-
nomics knowledge and skills. 
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Occupational Experience 
The second objective which the writer desired to accomplish was to 
dete~mine the occupational experience of occupational training teachers 
and the value which they attached to the occupational experience. 
It was found that 33 (82.5%) of the teachers had had occupational 
experience in a variety of areas. 'The food services and child care 
servi1ces both had 13 types of occupations listed. The range for food 
services was from ''worked at drug store fountain for three months" to 
"owne:r of a restaurant for 22 years"; therefore, it was decided to clas-
sify these areas as shown in Table~. 
~ .2£. occupational . experience•-Occupational experience in service 
occupations was reported by 20 of the 33 respondents who had occupational 
or wofk experience (Table X). The $ervice occupations included work 
such ts baby-sitting, counter girl :in a drug store, waitress in a cafe, 
cook, and alterationist and/or d;res;$maker. These services were per-
formed in business, private homes, 1::ollege, own home, or famil.y-o-wned 
. 
busin~ss (Table XI). Because the employment was reported as intermittent 
or duz;ing summer months, it might be surmised that in many instanc·es 
income from such employment was used to defray high school and college 
expens,es. 
:e1rofessional experience was reported by nine of the respoindents. 
Other job classifications reported were sales, clerical, technical, 
manage~ial, volunteer work, and work in a factory. Volunteer work was 
included because the values which accrued to paid occupational experi-
ence were reported to accrue to volunteer work also by the four respond-
ents who listed volunteer work as a part of their occupational experi-
ence. 
TABLF! X 
'XYPES OF OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE OF 33 TEACHERS OF OCCUPATIONAL 
TRAINING USING HOME ECONOMICS KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS* 
Type N 
Service 20 
Professional 9 
Sales 7 
Clerical 6 
Technical 2 
Managerial 2 
Volunteer Work (Church) 4 
Factory 1 
* Classification of occupational experience was based on 
job descriptions in the Occupational Outlook Handbook, U.S. 
Department of Labor, W. Willard Wirtz, Secretary, Washington, 
D1.C. (1966). 
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TABL)!: XI 
LOCATION OF EMPLOYMENT OF 33 TEACHERS OF OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING 
USING HOME ECONOMICS l<NOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 
Where N 
Business 22 
Private Home$ 7 
College 7 
Own Home 6 
Government (such as home demonstration agent) 4 
Church (volunteer) 4 
Industry and Factory 2 
Family-Owned Business l 
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The variety of occupational experiences might be explained by the 
part .. time work of students in high school or college. Anoth,er possible 
explanation of several types of occupational experience was that the 
teachers who were married worked at jobs available in the locale of 
theit husband's work. Others may have worked to finance their husband's 
education. Thirty-nine of the forty respondents were female. The one 
male respondent had been self-empl()yed even though his educational prepa-
rati~n and training was in educati0n. 
Three-fifths (60%) of the tea¢hers who had worked at jobs other 
than teaching had experience in the area in which they were teaching 
occupational training using home e¢onomics knowledge and skills. Nine 
teachers (22.5%) had occupational experience in an area unrelated to the 
occupational training which they taught. No occupational experience was 
reported by 17.5% (7) of the respondents (Table XII). 
TABLE XII 
AREAS OF OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE OF 40 TEACHERS OF OCCUPATIONAL 
TRAINING USING HOME ECONOMICS KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS IN 
RELATION TO AREA OF OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING TAUGHT 
Occupational Experience N % 
~elated to Area Taught 24 60 
iUnrelated Area 9 22.5 
No Occupational Experience 7 17.5 
Total 40 100.0 
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Extent cl ... ,;npfo::iJ:!!'nt--The duration of the jobs was divid arbi-
trarily into those la&ting "six months or more" and those "under six 
months." The writer realized the difficulty of assessing the duration 
of jobs such as baby-sitting and working only on Saturdays, however, the 
indications on the questionnaire were that this and similar types of 
work were done during summer months or at infrequent intervals. The 
amount of time devoted to other kinds of jobs was reported on the 
questionnaire. 
Twenty of the 33 teachers who reported occupational experience had 
worked for six months or more in at least one job as compared to 13 who 
had worked under six months. 
A majority of the teachers reported that they worked during high 
school, during college, and during the summer months between school 
terms. This type of occupational ,ixpcriencc might he channeled into 
occupations using home economics knowledge and skills as a means to occu-
pational experience during pre-service training for those prospective 
teachers planning to teach home economics-related occupational training. 
Value .2.! ~ occupational experience--Over nine-tenths (90.9%) of 
the 33 teachers who had occupational experience felt that it was of 
value because it "Increased my appreciation for the dignity of all work" 
and "Developed my understanding of people employed in the service occu-
pations." The number of teachers who valued these two statements barely 
exceeded those who valued "Helped me to understand the work situation of 
pupils." and "Furnished a realistic concept of employer-employee re-
lations" (87 .8%). The item of value to the least number of teachers was 
"Gained an understanding: of the supervision of on-the-job training" 
(75.7%). Nearly four-fifths (78.7%) of the teachers felt that 
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occupational experience "Facilitates my planning and choice of topics 
to be included in the work orientation program" (Table XIII). Most of 
the teachers who felt that occupational "experience did not facilitate 
the planning and choice of topics to be included in the work orientation 
unit had not had occupational experience in the area of occupational 
training taught, or, as one teachef said that the occupational experi· 
ence was "too long ago, 11 
TABLE XIII 
VAI:.UE OF THE OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE AS PERCEIVED BY 33 TEACHERS 
OF OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING USING HOME ECONOMICS KNOWLEDGE 
AND SKILLS WHO HAD OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Value Occupational No Value Experience 
N % N % 
Increa,sed my appreciation for the 
dignity of all work 30 90.9 3 9.1 
Developed my understanding of 
people employed in the service 
occupa'tions 30 90.9 3 9.1 
Helped me to understand the work 
situatlons of pupils 29 87.8 4 12.2 
Furnished a realistic concept of 
employer-employee relations 29 87 .8 4 12.2 
Facilitates my planning and choice 
of topics to be included in the work 
orientation curriculum 26 78.7 7 21.3 
Gained an understanding of the 
superv!sion of on-the-job training 25 75.7 8 24.3 
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'.!Four of the seven teachers who had no occupational experie_nce felt 
that the occupational experience would have been of value in all 1six 
ways listed (Table XIV). "Increas~d my appreciation for the dign;i.ty of 
all ~~rk" received the lowest value rating by teachers who had had no 
occupational experience (Table XIV) as compared to the highest value 
rating by those who had had occupa~ional experience. (Table XIII). All 
of those without occupational expetiience anticipated that occupational 
expet,ience would "Facilitate my pl~nning and choice of topics to be in-
cluded in the work orientation curr:iculum" whereas only 78. 7% of those 
with 1occupational experience found this to be true. The teachers who 
had no occupational experience were probably valuing this item with the 
idea :in mind that the "proposed occ.upational experience" would be in 
the a'rea of occupational training t:aught. The value expected by teachers 
without occupational experience (71.4%) (Table XIV) and the value per-
ceived by those with occupaiional ~perience (75.7%) (Table XIII) were 
compa~able in the area of understanding the supervision of on-the-job 
traitiing. 
A study of the responses to the value of the work exper~ence re-
vealed no positive evidence that the work experience was of more value 
if in the area of occupational training being taught than if it were in 
an unrelated area. The teacher employed to teach child care serv!ices 
whose only occupational experience was that of bookkeeper indicat.ed 
that the occupational experience was of benefit in all six ways listed. 
On the other hand, there were thos.e with occupational experience in the 
area being taught that felt it was not of value in some ways, especially 
in the supervision of on~the-job trainirg. The exception was in the 
area of work orientation and curriculum planning where occupational 
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TABLE XIV 
VALUE OF THE OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE AS PERCEIVED BY 7 TEACHERS 
OF OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING U$ING HOME ECONOMICS KNOWLEDGE 
AND SKILLS WHO HAD NO OCCUPATIONAL EXPER!ENCE 
Value No Occupational No Value Experience 
N % N % 
Increased my appreciation for the 
dignity of all work 4 57.1 3 42.9 
Develpped my understanding of peopl.e 
emplo~ed in the service occupations 7 100.0 0 0 
Helped me to understand the work 
situations of pupils 5 71.4 2 28.6 
Furni$hed a realistic concept of 
employer-employee relations 6 85.8 1 14.2 
Facilitates my planning and choice <:>f 
topic$ to be included in the work 
orientation curriculum 7 100.0 0 0 
Gained an understanding of the super-
vision of on-the-job training 5 71.4 2 ,28.6 
...... -
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expetience in the area being taught facilitated choice of topics to be 
included in the work orientation program. 
Occupational experience was considered "mandatory to qualify legit-
imately" to teach occupational training by one of the teachers. Another 
teacher was convinced that '~ccupational experience has helped me teach 
all areas of homemaking and occupational garmentmaking. 11 "Occupational 
experience has been an asset in th~t it has given me a more realistic 
approach to the problems that arise and in teaching subject matter," 
was the comment of one respondent. These comments were supported by 
similar comments from other teachers who completed and returned the 
quest;ionnaire. 
Summary of the Occupational Experience 
A majority of the teachers had had occupational experience i;n a 
variety of areas which included service, sales, clerical, technical, 
managerial, factory, and professional occupations. It was inferred from 
the d,;ata that much of the occupational experience was gained through jobs 
used to help defray high school and college expenses. Finding jobs 
where,. the husband was located or financing the education of the h~sband 
were 1two possible explanations for the variety of jobs at which respond-
ents had worked. 
'l:he duration of the jobs varied greatly. Three-fifths of those who 
reported occupational experience had workecl "six months or more" in at 
least one job. 
Over 90% of the teachers who had occupational experience valued the 
exper!ence because "It increased my appreciation for the dignity of all 
work" and "l>eveloped my understanding of people employed in the service 
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occupations." "Helped me to under'stand the work situation of pupils" 
and "Furnished a realistic concept of employer-employee rebtions" was 
cons1dered of value by 87 .8% of th:e respondents who had occupational 
experience. A majority of the teachers who felt that occupational expe-
rience did not facilitate planning and choice of topics to be included 
in the work orientation program diQ not have occupational experience in 
the area being taught or, as one t~acher indicated, the occupational 
experience was "too long ago.'' 
Four of the seven teachers who did not have occupational experience 
felt that it would have been of value in all of the ways listed in Table 
XIV, page 52. The value of the work experience as perceived by teachers 
with ,occupational experience and the value expected by those with no 
occupational experience came neares.t to agreement in the area of super-
vision of on-the-job training; each. group felt that occupational experi-
ence was of least value in this area. Is some kind of training other 
than roccupational experience necessary to prepare for supervision of 
on-thre-job training? 
Analyses of the value of the occupational experience revealed no 
positive evidence that the work experience was of more value if in the 
area l;>f occupational training taught than if it were in an unrelated 
area. The exception to this was in the area of work orientation and 
planning where there was some indication that occupational experience 
in th¢ area taught facilitated curriculum planning, 
Practices and Recommendations of State Supervisors 
of Home Economics Education 
A survey of the state supervisors of home economics education was 
. . 
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empl~yed to achieve the third objective, to determine the practices and 
reco®nendations of state supervisots of home economics education in the 
seleqtion of teachers for occupati()nal training using home economics 
knowledge and skills. 
Analyses of the x-eplies to th¢ questionnaire sent to state super-
visors confirms the conjecture that a variety of practices were being 
used to select teachers for this recently la~nched program of occupa• 
tiond training using home economiCis knowledge and skills. Because of 
the '-'ariety o;f practices and the sl'Ilall number (4) of supervisor question-
naire.a, each will be treated separc1:tely. 
One supervisor said, "I don't feel that I can give very valid in-
formation relative to the occupational phase of the program as our 
expe~ience in this state has been timited only to several pilot clas-
ses,•• She stated that regular voc~tional homemaking teachers were 
teaching these classes. Although these teachers had no occupational 
~per:ience in the areas being taught, the supervisor was of the opinion 
that 'the occupational training classes ''have been most succes.sful." The 
supervisor felt that occupational e)cperience might be necessary fli>r 
succe$sful teaching in some areas of occupational training using home 
economics knowledge and skills. No requirements for teacher preparation 
and s1dection had been set up i-n this state, therefore, no recommended 
changes for future teacher selection practices were made. 
ln direct contrast to these practices, another state required a 
baccalaureate degree or a high scho()l credential with a minimum. o:f three 
years occupational experience in the occupation to be taught to q~alify 
for teaching occupational training using home economics knowledge and 
skills. ln addition to these qualifications, a special methods class 
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for t,eachers of occupational training was recommended. A bac,calaureate 
degree in home economics with occup1ational experience "of suf1ficient 
dLLrat,ii.on to insure knowledge and s~;i.lls related to the specific occu-
pation" were the recommendations made by this supervisor for future 
teacher selection and employment of teachers for home economics-related 
occupational training. 
A minimum of a baccalaureate degree with no specified major and 
with n.o teaching expe.rience nor occupational experience required were 
the teacher selection practices of one state for teachers of occupational 
training classes using home economics knowledge and skills. Each pros-
pective teacher I s qualifications wete reviewed before hiring him. Both 
the baccalaureate degree and occupational experience were recommended 
for fl!lture teacher selection practi¢es, 'I'his state department of home 
economics education was c1onside:r:ing working with teacher educators. and 
subj e~t matter specialists t:..:>wa·rd a maste:r I s degree program to train 
teachers for occupational training. 
the fourth state department of home economics education ~equired a 
baccalaureate degree in home e.conomi,cs with occupational experience in 
the atea to be taught and a minimum ·Of one year's teaching experience to 
qualify for teaching oc.cupational training using home economics knowledge 
and sk;,Ule in secondary schools, l:n .addition to the high &IZ.ho.ol classes, 
occupational training in the area of home economics was off it:r.ed in vo-
cationtil technical schools :for high school students. A high d:e.gre~ of 
skill :iln the occupation was the qualific.!ltion listed for teaching occu-
pation!al training in the voca.t:iond technic."1. schools. No t~aching ex· 
perience was required, 
Specialized deg·rees in the occupational area to be taught plu$ an 
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unspec.ified aggregate of on-th~-job 1;:Xp~riences was recommended by this 
state supervisor for future teacher selection practices in het state. 
On-the-job experiences and some educ.ation in how to teach was recommended 
for se1lection of teachers of home economics-related occupations in the 
vocational technical school. 
All four supervisors agreed that "a specifie.d minimum of occupa-
tional experience" should be. a requirement for certification of t~achers 
for occupational training. A vocational home economics teaching certifi-
cate was considered a valid requirement by three of the supervisors. One 
person checked only the minimum of occupational experience. Teaching 
certificates in othe1· ar~as of education such as distributive educiation 
or elementary education were acceptable to one of the supervisors (Table 
XV). 
TABLE XV 
RECOMMENDA'I'IONS OE' 4 S·J:A'I'E SUPERV:SORS FOR THE CER'I'IFIC.A'!'I'ON 
OF TEACHERS OF OCCUPATIONAL TRAI~ING USING HOME 
ECONOMICS KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 
Criteria Recommended N % 
A speci~ied minimum of occupational e~perience 4 100.0 
Vocational home economics teaching certificate 
Qualified experience in i~dustry with parallel 
work toward teach':'.r certification 
General home economics teaching certificate 
Certifi~d teacher in related field sucth as 
elementary education or distributive education 
Other: Outstanding skill and success in the 
specific field if without form.al education 
3 75-0 
2 so.a 
1 25.,0 
1 25.10 
1 25.0 
Summary of the Practices and Reconunendations of State 
Supervisors of Home, Economics Education 
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A variety of practices were used by state supervisors of home eco-
nomics education to select teachers for occupational training: using home 
economics knowledge and skills. Some states had specified professional 
training and occupational experience as prerequisites for teacher certi• 
fication while other states were reviewing individually the qualifica-
tions of teachers planning to teach occupational training. 
All state supervisors prefer a certified teacher, but with the ex-
ceptiQn of one, all supervisors would accept a high degree of skill in 
the occupation or collegiate training other than professional teacher 
training. 
teaching experience was considered necessary to qualify by only one 
supervisor. She specified one year~ 
iecommendations for future certification of teachers for occupa-
tional training using home economics knowledge and skills included a 
speci£ied minimum of occupational experience, recommended by all of the 
state supervisors, and a vocational home economics teaching certif1icate 
which was reconunended by three of the state supervisors. A minimuni of 
occupational experience was conside:r:ed the only requirement bJ one. super-
visor.. Another supervisor would accept certified teachers in other 
areas of education such as distributive education and elementary edu-
cation. 
Teacher Training and Selection Practices of 
Four Areas of Voca;tional Education 
'11he fourth objective of this study was to identify teacher training 
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and selection practices of other at.eas of vocAtionai edl.lt'At fot1. \rc,-
cational home economictJ, b1::iHij onti oJ: tli1:1 l.~at: i4C1$iib ut vu(.alJ1m1:1~ 1.:clq-
cation to undertake occupational training with occupational experience 
in the business world as a part of the curricula, might profit fr~n th~ 
experiences of those areas which ha~e been involved with the occupational 
exper:ience program for a longer periiod of time. An attempt was made to 
ident:ify practices in the areas of :formal training, teaching experience, 
and occupational experience and to discover the strengths and weaknesses 
of th~se practices. 
1The various vocational education acts have provided funds for 
teacber preparation and have requit'ed that each state set up a teacher 
training program appropriate for its own needs. This resulted in a 
varie,ty of training practices and pirerequisites for teacher certifi-
cation. The general requirements for four areas of vocational education 
are discussed separately and presented in condensed form in Table XVI. 
Agricultural Education--Teachers of vocational agricultllre w.ere 
bein8 prepared through the baccalaureate degree program which consisted 
of courses in general education, professional education, and subject 
matter content. A variety of science and economics courses contributed 
to tbe teacher candidate's underst~moing of basic principle of th,e occu-
pation of agriculture. Courses in English, journalism, and speech pro-
vided: communication skills. 
Work on the farm prior to college enrollment satisfied the occu-
pational experience requirement. No previous teaching exper!ence, was 
required; however, the student teaching experience was necessary for 
certification. 
, .... 
tormal 
Trainina 
'teach ins 
kperienc1 
Occupational 
lxperi-• 
ltrenatha 
Wealr.nu1u 
TAllLE XVI 
TU.CHEil l'P.El'AI\ATION AND SELE~ION PRACTICES OF FOUR AIIE.AS 
OF VOCATIONAL EDl/¢.\TION*, **, *** 
Agricultural Education 
B1ecalauroat1 d1gu1 
lnc luded general, 
profe11ional, and 
occupational content, 
and 1tudent teachina 
No teaching experience 
requirement 
Work experience on fan, 
pr.viou1 to UJJl/or 
parallel to coll1ae 
training 
1. Training in curricu· 
lum development and tech• 
niquea of teaching and 
evaluation 
2. CoODunication skill 
3, llnderotandins of 
buic prinoiplu involvod 
l.n oarlcultural occu• 
pation1 
4, Occupationd l!Xpari• 
anca 1tran&thaned by aub• 
j IIC t matter courou 
l, llnderotand1ns of 
total 1chool program 
1, Lack of experience 
in the merging occu• 
pationa in agri•budnea1 
Dhtrlbutlva Education 
Baccllaureata degrae1 
(u1ua1ly) 
Included general, 
prof esaional, and 
occupational content:, 
and 1tudent teaching, 
No teaching experience 
requirBUent 
Supervised work 
experience with college 
credit allowed 
Prepared through B,8., 
program•• 
1, Training in curricu• 
lum development and tech• 
niquea of teaching and 
evaluation 
2, Conrnunic•tion ekill 
l. UntforataoJJ.ng of 
buio principl•• inv~lvcd 
in 101lina, accounting 
and otho,; rolatcd arena 
4, Occupational exp.ti• 
once strengthened by aub• 
j ect matter content 
S, Understanding of total 
school progrmn 
If DE teacher is tre~ned 
through business without 
professional training, 
weaknesaes would be i 1n 
area of evaluation, tiech• 
niques of teaching, lack 
of status I deficient com· 
munication skill•, and 
lack of under a tandinll. of 
total achool program,, 
Bu11inea1 Education 
Propo1od•• 
Baccalaureate dagrH 
Included general, 
prof eoalonal, and 
occupational content, 
end atudent teachina 
or internahip 
No teaching experienc1 
requl.renent 
Proposed•• 
3 month 1upervlaed 
work experience with 
college credit allowed, 
3 months I work experi• 
ence each 5 year, for 
up•dating knowledge 
and skill 
1, Training in curricu• 
lum development 1 evalu· 
at ion, and technl.q uea of 
taaching 
2, Co111nunication skill 
3, llndorotanding of 
ohAllnns•• fAco,I by 1tu• 
dont• in world of work 
4, Occupotlonnl oxpod• 
enco atrcngtbenod by 1ub-
jec t mottcr content 
S, Underotanding of 
total school program 
6, Keeping abr eaa t of 
changes in world of 
work 
Thie is a proposed pro· 
gram of teacher prepa• 
ration for vocational 
business education, 
thel'efore, no weak.nea1 
evident, Locating people 
who will spend five yeara 
in training might prove 
to ba an obatacle, 
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Trad11 and Indu1trial 
Education 
Vary fllf bacc11lur11t1 
degreu 
l11aervic1 trainin1 
provided •ethoda of 
teaching 
B.B. degree may be earned 
parallel to teaching 
No teaching experience 
requirment 
Occupational uperiuice 
of 2·7 yeara 
1, Provid'ed high degree 
of skill which ge~ned 
confidence1 of 1tudenta 
2, Ability to teach Hh 
work habit• 
3, llndorat,mding of ahal• 
lens"' Cao od by uudenu 
in world of work 
1. Inadeq\,lata com:nun1• 
cation akil la 
2, Low tatu1 lllllOl\11 fol• 
low teacher, 
3, Lack of undeutandina 
of total achool program 
4, Inadequate trainina 
in method• of teacl)ina 
and evaluation 
*aalph :z. Mason and l'ete a. lid.nee, Coocera.tive Ocsueational1 Education .!I1Sl l:l2J:ll Exeerience 111 .&hi Currlculm, (lw;l.vill•, 
Ill,, 1965),: pp, 125•127, 
** Bendeli1, p, 190. 
-DDroth1 Draper, "A Pro&l"• for Teacher kcellence," ~Vocational~. 42 (1967), PP• V..26, 
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Distributive Education--Teachers in distributive education were 
usual11y prepared through the baccala:ureate degree program. Colleg,e 
traini:ng combined occupational content, professional education, and 
genera1l education. The student teaching experience was included in the 
profes1sional courses. A supervised occupational experience, for which 
colleg:e credit was allocated, could be satisfied by summer work experi-
ence. There was no teaching experience requirement. 
Business Education--Preparation of teachers was a major concern of 
the recently formed vocational business education field. The proposed 
training would be through a collegiate program resulting in a degree in 
busine$s education which included th~ student teaching experience. A 
specified minimum of supervised work experience for which academic credit 
would ~e allowed would be required. A proposed additional three months 
of occ~pational experience each five years would provide for the up-
dating of the occupational knowledge and skills of the business te~cher. 
No teaqhing experience requirement was specified; however, one leader 
proposed a semester I s internship rather than the student teaching ¢xperi-
ence. 
Trades and Industrial Education--Traditionally the teachex;s of 
trades ,and industrial and technical education had been competent workers 
recruit,ed from industry. A minimum of training in the occupation of 
teaching was furnished as inservice training parallel to the teaching 
job. Some had obtained baccalaureate degrees, but were, for the most 
part, in administrative positions. No teaching experience was required. 
Summary of Teacher Preparation and Selection Practices 
in Four Areas of Vocational Education 
An analyses of data revealed that three of the four areas o:f vo-
cational education prepared their teachers through the baccalaureate 
degree program. The curricula was made up of courses in general edu-
cation, of occupational content, and of prof@ss~onal @duettion, Pro~ 
fess~onally trained teachers had these advantages: 
1. Training in methods of evaluation and curriculum development 
2. Training in communication skills necessary to teach the stu-
dent and to interpret the program to the community and other faculty 
members 
3. An understanding of the total school program 
4. An understanding of the underlying principles of the occu-
patiQn or cluster of occupations to be taught 
5. Status equal to that of the other professionally trained 
teachers. 
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Occupational experience was a requirement of all four areas of vo-
caticmal education surveyed. The difference was in the manner of ac-
quiri1ng the experience and the length of occupational experience ,re-
quired. Occupational exper:Lence in farming was one of the prereqiuisites 
to being admitted to the teacher education program in agriculture1. Dis-
tributive education and business education planned for the p~ospective 
teacher to receive supervi$ed occupational experience as part of the 
coll~giate program of training; whereas, teachers for trades and in-
dustr:ial education were chosen directly from industry and placed in 
teaching positions. 
Occupational experience afford,ed the teachers these advantag;es: 
1. A high degree of skill whi,ch gained the confidence df the 
student 
2. Ability to teach safe work habits 
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;3. Understanding of the chall,enges faced by students in the world 
of wox-k and in the specific occupation taught. 
No previous teachi1'8 exp~rience was required by any of the four 
areas. One leader of business educ~tion proposed a teacher internship 
of on~ semester as part of a five-year teacher training program. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary of Findings 
Among the most pressing problems confronting leaders of home eco-
nomics education was the preparation and selection of teachers for occu-
patic>nal training using home economics knowledge and skills. Prafes-
sionid education for aspect I--homemaking for family living had p,repared 
the t:eacher to plan and teach curricula which are broad in scope. As-
pect ',II--occupational training using home economics knowledge and skills 
to prepare for an occupation must be somewhat limited in scope. :The 
training must be more concentrated with the development of a higher de-
gree pf skill in one area of home economics. This added emphasis raised 
questlons as to the professional preparation and occupational experience 
necessary to provide the competent teachers needed for this emerging as-
pect pf home economics education. 
Personnel of state departments of vocational home economics educa-
tion are faced with the problem of deciding the kinds of crit1eria to be 
used for ce~tification of teachers of occupational training. Decisions 
will ~eed to be made on the professional teacher preparation requirement, 
teaching experience necessary for certification, and the kind and amount 
of oc¢upational experience, if any, needed to qualify the teacher for 
occupational training. 
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This study was undertaken to bring to light findings which might be 
of assistance in solving these problems. It was the desire of the writer 
1. To determine the educational preparation and train.ing and the 
teaching experience of those teacher~ engaged in teaching occupational 
training using home economics knowledge and skills 
2. To determine the occupational experience of the occupational 
training teachers and the v~lue which they attach to the experience 
3. To determine the"practices and recommendations of state super-
visors of home economics educatio~ in the selection of teachers for occu-
pati1onal training using home econotnics knowledge and skills 
4. To identify teacher training and selection practices of other 
area~ of vocational education 
5. To determine implicationS
1
, draw conclusions, and recommend 
areas for further study related to teacher preparation and selection 
for occupational training using home economics knowledge and ski Us. 
The geographical area for the study was Region VII as defined by 
the :United States Office of Education, which includes the states :of 
Arkat1sas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas. The second,ary 
school teachers in these five states who were engaged in teaching occu-
patio1nal training using home economics knowledge and skills and their 
state supetvisors comprised the sample i'or the study. The three phases 
of teacher preparation investigated were educational training:, teaching 
experience, and occupational experience. 
the data for the study were collected in three ways: 
1. A questionnaire designed to furp.ish information about the area 
i .... 
of occupational training taught, the educational preparation and teaching 
experience of the teacher, and the occupational experience of the 
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tea~her and the value of the occupational experience as perc;:eived by 
the teacher. It was sent to the ~eachers of home economics~rel~ted 
occ~pational training in Arkansas i1 Louisiana, New Mexico, Oldahoma, and 
Tex .. s. 
2. A questionnaire soliciting information regarding practices used 
and ~ecommendations for the emplo:yme.n.t of te@,herg fot o,~"pat1onal 
training using home economics knowledge and skills was sent to the stite 
supetvisors of home economics education in trkansas, Louisiana, New 
Mexi¢o, Oklahoma, and Texas. 
3. A survey of pertinent lit,erature furnished data relevant to 
the teacher training and selection practices in other areas of vo-
cati~nal education. 
Analysis of the general information furnished by the teacher,s re-
vealed that classes were being tau~ht in nine areas of home econo~ics-
related occupations. Over four-fif!ths of the classes were of1fered in 
three: areas; namely, Food Services, Clothing Services, and Child Care 
Services. Some schools followed the practice of training for sev~ral 
occupations in one class, similar to diversified occupations, while 
other$ limited their offerings to one occupation. Three-eighths of the 
occupational training programs were, full~time as compared witb pa'tt-
time programs in ~ive-eighths of the schools. Four-fifths of all 1occu-
pational training classes were offered in grades 11-12 of the high 
schools. Ten per cent were offered in grades nine and ten and seven 
and one-half per cent were offered f'or adults. One teacher d:Ld not 
specif~ class level of training. 
Thirty-ei.ght of the forty teachers had baccalaureate degr1ees ,and 
all of the teachers reported up-dating their training by participation 
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in -workshops and/or seminars. About one-half of the teachers had re-
ceived inservice training from st~te departments of home economics edu-
catiion while slightly over one-th:l.x-d had received training from resource 
peop',l.e in industry, Only one ... fiftih of the teachers received inservice 
traip.ing from college subject matt,er specialists as compared with 
slightly over one-fourth receiving training from other areas of vo-
cational education. 
Of the forty teacher respondents, thirty-seven had vocational home 
economics teaching experience ranging from one to twenty-five years. 
Over half of the teachers reported additional teaching experience in 
other areas of education. 
:Over three-fourths of the teachers had had occupational experience 
in a 'variety of areas including service, sales, clerical, technical, 
managerial, factory, and professional occupations. Three-fifths of the 
teachers reporting occupational experience had worked six months or 
more ln at least one job. 
$lightly over three-fourths of the occupational training teaqhers 
considered occupational training of value for all of the ways included 
on th¢ questionnaire. Nine-tenths of the teachers valued occupat:i,onal 
experience because it had increased their appreciation for the dignity 
of aU work and helped them to understand people employed in servi1ce 
occupations. Occupational experience was considered of least valu.e 1n 
the ar1ea of supervision of on-the·joib training. 
Fiindings of the study present U.ttle evidence as to the type and 
length of occupational experience wh:ich would best prepare the, teac;:her 
' in the area of occupational training using home economics knowledge and 
skills. Analysis of the data revealed no positive evidence that the 
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work experience was of more value if in the area of occupational train• 
ing taught than if it were in an unrelated area. The exception was in 
the area of work orientation and planning where there was a slight 
indication that occupational experience in the area taught facilitated 
curr£culum planning. 
A variety of practices used by state supervisors of home economics 
to select teachers for occupational training using home economics knowl-
edge and skills was revealed by the study. Some supervisors had deter-
mined specific requirements to be met to qualify for home economics· 
related occupational training while others were reviewing each appli-
cant•s qualifications. All of the state supervisors agreed that teacher 
training was necessary. Three believed that this training should be 
through a baccalaureate program; the fourth thought that teachers could 
be ttained while in service. The four state supervisors concurred that 
a specified minimum of occupational experience in the area to be taught 
should be a requirement for certification of teachers of occupational 
training using home economics knowledge and skills. 
Agricultural education, distributive education, and business edu-
cation preferred to train teachers through a collegiate program while 
trades and industrial and technica] education chose the skilled crafts-
man :l;rom industry and provided inservice teacher training. Occupational 
experience was a prerequisite for teacher certification in all four 
areas. 
:Findings revealed that training in communication skills, curriculum 
deve~opment, teaching methods, evalluation techniques, understanding of 
the total school program, and professional status equal to that of other 
faculty members were the advantages of teacher training through a, 
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baccalaureate program; whereas, analysis of data revealed that low status 
among fellow teachers, inadequate, communication skills, failure to 
understand· the total school progr,am, and lack of training in teaching 
methods and evaluation techniques were the weaknesses of recruiting 
teachers from industry to te~ch wlth little or no preemployment pro-
fessional training. 
Conclusions 
On the basis of the findings of the study, the following conclusions 
are drawn in relation to the sample of home economics-related occupa-
tional training teachers and state supervisors participating in the 
survey. 
1. Professional training wa$ considered a desirable qualifiication 
for the teachers of occupational training using home ec.onomics 
knowledge and skills. The need for up-dating training in the 
occupational training aspect of home economics was recognized. 
2. Increased utilization of the experiences and knowledge of 
other areas of vocational education as a resource for orga-
nizing occupational training curricula might prove beneticial. 
3. Because the teaching exp~rience reported was in a variety of 
areas with a range of on~ to twenty-five years, three-fourths 
of the state supervisors did not specify teaching experience 
as a qualification for teaching occupational training, ~nd 
other areas of vocational, education did not require teaching 
experience, the writer concludes that the need for teaching 
experience may be of less importance than some other qua:lifi· 
cations. 
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4. Since a majority of the respondents who had occupa:tional 
experience felt that the. occupational experience Wl!S valuable 
to them in ways that would increase their competence as a 
teacher and those who haa no occupational experience indicated 
similar feelings, the wr!ter concludes that the occupational 
experience is of sufficient value to be included as a require-
ment for certification, 
5. After a study of the data, it is the conclusion of the writer 
that the kind of occupadonal experience is probably of less 
importance than the fact that the teacher has had contact with 
the world of work. 
6. The finding that status 01£ the teacher was associated wif.th 
professional training wou:ld encourage leaders in home economics 
to include professional teacher training as a prerequisite for 
teacher certification to teach occupational training using 
home economics knowledge ;nd skills. 
The investigator made no attenpt to appraise the success of the 
programs of occupational training ~sing home economics knowledge and 
skills which were included in this survey. The study attempted to 
assess only educational preparatio~, te~ching experience, and the occu-
patie)nal experience and its value as perceived by the teache:i;-s of occu-
pati~nal training using home economics knowledge and skills and their 
stat~ supervisors. The writer realizes that more than certification 
requi,'rements are necessary to the success of the teacher. The intangi-
bles 1such as intelligence, diligence, personality, and motivation must 
be talken into consideration before ,a valid appraisal can be made. The 
investigator believes that analysis of the findings has resulted in 
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inslghts which have contributed to the achievement, at least in part, of 
each of the five objectives for this study: 
1. To determine the educational preparation in training and the 
teaching experience of those teachers engaged in teaching occupational 
training using home economics kno~ledge and skills 
2. To determine the occupational experience of the occupational 
training teachers and the value which they attach to the experience 
3, To determine the practices and recommendations of state super-
visors of home economics education in the selection of teachers for 
occupational training using home economics knowledge and skills 
4. To identify teacher training and selection practices of other 
areas of vocational education, and 
5. To determine implication!:!, draw concl.usions, and recommend 
areas for further study related td teacher preparation and selection 
for occupational training using home economics knowledge and skills. 
Recommendations 
The results of this study suggest a need for further investigation 
in the area of teacher preparatiol'\ and selection for occupational train-
ing 1using home economics knowledge! and ski 11 s. 
l. Since the sample for this study was limited to Region VU as 
defined by the United States Office of Education which in-
cludes states in south central,and southwestern United States, 
an investigation of the t,eacher preparation and selection 
practices for teachers of home economics-related occupational 
training in a more highly industrialized region of the United 
States might reveal regional differences which would be of value. 
2. If occupational experienc.e is considered a valid means of 
developing teacher compet,ency for occupation traini,ng using 
home economics knowledge and skills, research is needed to 
determine the kinds and l,1ength of occupational experienee 
necessary to develop the tompetencies attributed to, it. 
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3, Research is needed to detiermine the elements, both tangible 
and intangible, which are, essential components of teaching 
competency for aspects I ind II of vocational home economics. 
Pre-service training might provide a variety of experiences 
to train for areas where aiff er enc es in training would 'be 
warranted. 
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A review of literature reveals thalt there are many unanswered questions 
in the area of teacher selection fpr the teaching of occupational train-
ing classes (sometimes referred to as training for gainful employment or 
wage earning) using home economics knowledges and skills. The research 
which I am pursuing as a part of the work for a master's degree in home 
economics ed.ucation 1§ aimed at di~ogver1ni th9 praatioon O\lrfijfttly 
being used AS oriie~iA for employntijnt ot the teAohers ot oocup1iion1l:ly 
oriented classes, Region VII, whi¢h includes Oklahoma., Arkansas, Texas, 
Louisiana, and New Moxico as set up by the United States Office of 
Education, is the area being used for this survey. 
One of the best sources of information, I believe, is the teacher cur-
rently engaged in the teaching of home economics related occupat~ona.l 
classes. Your state supervisol:' has furnished your name as an interested 
teacher who might be willing to cooperate in this study by taking time 
from your busy schedule to complet~ and return this questionna.ir$ by 
May 19, 1967. 
I am enclosing the questionnaire 11$urvey of the Educational and Occupa-
tioru,.l Experiences of Teachers of Rome Economics Related Occupational 
Training Classes" for your reactio:l!ls. An effort has been me.de to de-
velop an instrument which would require a minimum of your tillle ·to com-
plete. I believe that a maximum ot twenty minutes will be required. 
Your cooperation will be most a.pprE)ciated. A copy of the results of 
this study will be sent to your st4,te supervisor for the use of 
inte~ested people in your sta.te. 
Than!( you very much for your time and effort in filling out this ques-
tionnaire. Your contribution will be most helpful. 
Sincerely yours, 
Irene Clements 
A SURVEY OF THE IDOCATION!L AND OCCUPATIONA.L 
ElPIBirnCES OF THE TFACHER OF HOME 
&:ONOMICS REIATED ©CCUPATIONAL 
TRAINING Cl.ASSES 
This questionnaire has been developed to survey the eduoationa.l a.rd 
occupational experiences of teachers ot home economics related occupa-
tional tJ.oaining classes as a basis for formulating certi.fioation re• 
quirements a.rd criteria to use in the $election of teachers for the 
teaching or home economics related ooc,;ipationa.l tJ.oaining classes. 
I, ENGAGID IN OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING U THE ARFA OF1 
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Food Services_Clothing Services_.Child Care Services_Other _ _,,,..., ____ _ 
Please name 
Scope or program-Full time..:.._Part time_No. of classes per day,_Grade; level_ 
II, TFACHING EXPERIENCE: 
Vocational Home Economics 
General Home Economics -
Other -
Please name subject 111Atter a.r~a 
No. of years Grade level 
No. of years-Grade level-
No, of years Ora.de level 
m. IDOCATION WHICH SPEX:IFICA.LLY PREPAAID YOU FOR TFACHING HOME EX:ONOMICS REIATED 
OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING CIASSES1 
A., DEGREE PROGRAM MAJOR EMPHASIS 
Bachelor's degree 
Master's degree -
Interneship or other tJ.oaining__ 
(such as tJ.oade school or tec}1n1oal 
school) 
B, FULL TIME COURSE(S) OR TRAINmG PROGRAM AS PRESERVICE OR ADDITIONAL 
TRAINING PARALLEL OR INTERSPERSED WITH JOB: 
TYPE LENGTH OF TIME MAJOR EMPHASIS 
Workshop 
Seminar -
Other -
Please specify 
C. INSERVICE TRAINING h.EIATED TO HOME EX:ONOMICS OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING CIASSES: 
TRAINING FURNISHED BY: 
College subject matter specialists_ 
State Department of Vocational Home Economics 
Resource people from business ,and industJ.oy -
Resource people fron1 other arE1as of vocational 
education ~ 
MAJOR EMPHASIS 
IV. OCCUPATIONAL OR WORK EXPEllIENCE 
COLUMiN I-CHEX:K ARFA (S) OF EXPERIENCE. PLEASE LIST ANY El1PLOYMENT YOU 
HAVE aAI), WHEl'HER OR NOT REIATED TO HOME 'EX:ONOMICS IN THE JOB DESIGNATED 
BY 1101l'HER" COLUMN II, III, IV, AND V-F~ IN THE INFORMATION A$ INDIC-
ATED l3Y THE HF.A.DING OF THE COLUMN. 
I.AR& 1.I. KIND OF JOB (baby III. WHERE (business, IV. LENGTH OF V. WHEN 
~itting, alterationist,. indusi:try, school, F.MPIDYMENT (Summer, 
Mstess in cafe, etc.) etc.) etc.) 
FOOD SERVICE 
n 
CLOTH1NG 
SERVICE'3 [J 
CHIID iCARE 
SERVICE'3 (] 
OTHER 
' u 
I 
IF YOUI HAVE HAD OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE A$i INDICATED THE ABOVE CHART PLEASE 
CHEX:K YOUR RFACTION TO THE FOLIDWING ITEMS', IN THE COLUMN HEADED "OCCUPATIONAL 
EXPERIENCE. 11 
IF YOU HA.VE NOT HAD OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENC\$, BUT· FEEL THAT OCCUPATIONAL EXPERitNCE 
WOUID J3E OF VALUE IN TFACHING OCCUPATIONALl,Y ORIENTED CIASSE'3, PLEASE CHEX:K YOt,lR 
RFACTION TO THE FOLIDWING ITJil,15 IN THE COL'.WN HEADED "NO OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE. 11 
II 
My ooc'!lpational experience has been of va.liJ,e to me in the following ways1 
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OCCUPATIONAL NO ace UPATIONAL 
Helped me to understand the work situation of pupils 
Furnisaed a realistic concept of employer-~ployee 
relations 
· Facilitates m;y planning and choice of topiqs to be 
includ~ in the work orientation curricul~ 
Increased my appreciation tor the dignity et all work 
Developed my understanding of people emplo:')ted ;n 
the seitvice occupations 
Gained .an understanding ot the supervision or 
on-the ... ,job training 
EXPERIENCE [] 
[] 
[] 
LJ 
[] 
[] 
EXPERIE;NCE (] 
[] 
LJ 
[] 
[] 
LJ 
Please add any remarks or collll!lents which yQu !eel will add to the value of this stl.dy1 
Please ;return this questionnaire to: Mrs. Irene Clements, Home Economics Fducation 
Okla.ho111& State Univ., Stillwater, Oklaho1114 74C114, by May 19, 196?. 
StlRVE:X' OF THE EDUCATIONAL ANI!) OCCUPATIONAL EXP&UENCES OF 
TFACHEru3 OF HOME EI:ONOMICS REIATED OCCUPATIONA~. TRADUNG CWSE;i 
Pleas• supply the following 1n1'ormation1 
COI.WN I-Check area(s) or home economics ri>lated occupational training classes 
offered in your state. 
COLUMN II-List formal educational training required, &\10h as B.S. degree-home 
economics. 
COLUMN III-List actual occupational experience required or desired. 
COLUMN IV-List the changes that you recommend fop future teacher selection 
"Practices. 
;[ II III rl 
I ARrA FORMAL EDUCATION OCCUPATIONAL TFACHING REI:OMMENDED CHANGES FOR FUTURE 
. CR 'ffiAINING EXPERIENCE EXPERIENCE T!Yi.CHER SELEI:TION PRACTICES 
A.'l:RAINING B.OCCUPATIONAL 
EXP&UENCE 
CIDTHING 
SERVICES [] 
-
FOOD 
SERVI:¢§ [] 
; I •I 
CHIID 
CARE 
SERVICES [] 
. 
OTHER 
(Plea$e 
Spec~) (] 
Check the following items which you feel should be a requirement for certi1'1cat1Qn of 
teachers of.home economics related occupat:l,onal training classes: 
Voqational Home Economics teaching cert±i'icate 
-Gelileral Homa Economics teaching oerti1'ic,1ate 
-Te11,ching certificate in related field such as elementary education, Distribut:tve 
-edtcation 
_A $peci1'ied minimum of occupational expe~ience in addition to tea~hing certiftoate 
_QWLlif'ied experience in industry with p$ralJ.el work t~ward teacher certification 
Tr~e or technical school training without certification 
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Otber--Plea:se namei ___________________________ _ 
Pleo.111:1 add any rollllll'kll or explana. tory comments: 
---
[] C~eok here if you would like to have a rpopy of the results of this study. 
Pleas1,1 return completed questionnaire to: >!rs. Irene Clements, Home Economics 
Education Oklahoma State Univ., Stillwater; Oklahoma 74rll4, by Mq 19, 1967 
v:l:TA 
Irene Zachry Clements 
Candidate fot the Degree of 
Master Qf Science 
Thesis: VALUE OF EDUCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCES FOR TEACHERS 
OF HOME ECONOMICS-RELATED OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING AS VI&7ED BY 
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Biogtaphical: 
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